Primary subglottic malignant melanoma: a case report from Jordan
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Abstract
Primary mucosal melanoma is an under diagnosed and rare tumor. Subglottic malignant melanoma is the least common of mucosal melanoma. This paper reports a case of a 60-year-old man who presented to the ENT clinic at King Hussein Medical Center in 2015 complaining of shortness of breath and stridor. Fibro optic endoscopic examination revealed a subglottic mass, microlaryngoscopy and biopsy with immunohistochemical staining revealed the diagnosis of malignant melanoma. The patient was treated by surgical excision followed by radiotherapy.
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1. Introduction
Primary malignant melanoma of the larynx are very rare neoplasms (1), they represent 3.6-7.4% of mucosal malignant melanomas of the upper aerodigestive tract (2-4) and most laryngeal melanomas occur in the supraglottic part of the larynx; almost 60% of reported cases, and can involve any area of the supraglottic area. Less common sites include the glottis area, true vocal cords and posterior commissure area, up until 1995 there was no documented report of cases involving the subglottic area of the larynx (1). Until now, only few cases of primary subglottic malignant melanoma had been reported (5).

2. Case presentation
A 60-year-old gentleman, known to be diabetic and heavy smoker presented to the ENT clinic at King Hussein Medical Center in 2015 with progressive dyspnea of five months duration. He was evaluated many times in the emergency room, a chest x-ray was done and the condition was managed with nebulizers without significant improvement. There was no history of dysphagia, odynophagia, nor obvious neck swelling. Clinical examination and fibro-optic laryngoscopy was done for him in the clinic, which showed large subglottic mass causing more than 50% obstruction in the subglottic area. The mass was sessile arising from the left anterior subglottic region with dark necrotic tissue around it, both vocal cords were normal and mobile (Figure 1), no palpable cervical lymph nodes were found on clinical examination. Computed tomography scan of neck and chest was done and showed diffuse thickening of the left subglottic region with narrowing of laryngeal lumen at that area, and there was no extension beyond the wall of the larynx. There were multiple small anterior cervical lymph nodes, the largest measured 12 mm in diameter. No lung lesion, and no hilar or mediastinal lymph node enlargement could be detected (Figure 2). The patient was consented for microlaryngoscopy and excision of the mass was done and sent for histopathology. One week later, the histopathology report was ready with the diagnosis of malignant melanoma. Histopathological sections showed mucosal biopsies infiltrated by a sheet of spindle and epithelioid cells having hyper chromatic nuclei (Figures 3), occasional prominent cherry red nucleus, and abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm with melanin deposit (Figure 4). Although we had suspected malignant lesion and mostly squamous cell carcinoma, the diagnosis
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of malignant melanoma was unexpected for us; we had consulted our dermatology colleagues for proper evaluation, PET/CT scan failed to reveal other primary source or reveal that there was no distant metastasis. So the patient was diagnosed with primary subglottic malignant melanoma, and treatment was completed by radiotherapy.

![Figure 1. Endoscopic view of the subglottic mass in the clinic.](image1)

![Figure 2. CT scan section showing the subglottic soft tissue density.](image2)
3. Discussion
Malignant melanomas are often cutaneous in origin, and they have a low incidence rate. Mucosal malignant melanomas consist of 0.5-3% of all malignant melanomas (6, 7). Although the number of cases reported is small, smoking is considered to be a major risk factor as other malignant laryngeal tumors (6, 7) and other studies have linked it to human papilloma virus, sun light exposure and other carcinogens (6, 8). Similar to other malignant melanomas, it had been linked to an altered immune system and connected to a few genes such as IL17A and CD70 (6). Primary laryngeal melanomas develop from neural crest derived melanocytes that had migrated to the mucosa of the larynx as well as the mucosa of upper aerodigestive tract (9) and this can be supported by the presence of intralaryngeal nevi (10), melanin pigmentation of the larynx (11) and lentigo of the larynx (12). Although hoarseness and shortness of breath are the common presenting symptoms associated with sore throat, dysphagia, neck pain and referred ear pain, in our case; the patient presented with shortness of breath and his voice was normal.
due to the subglottic origin and this might have attributed to delay of diagnosis despite frequent visits to the emergency room. This is one of the challenges in the diagnosis of such tumors. The other challenge is to differentiate primary from metastatic secondary tumors, because it is reported that malignant melanoma might disappear from its primary site after metastasis (13). One clue for the diagnosis on endoscopic evaluation is the presence of brown or black pigmentations (13) and in our case; this was misinterpreted as areas of necrosis. Firm diagnosis of malignant melanomas is based on histopathological examination of tissues, hematoxylin and eosin staining show epithelioid, spindle shaped pleomorphic malignant cells that contain dark brown cytoplasmic and nuclear melanin (14), and immunohistochemical staining detects melanin markers as HMB-45, S-100, PNL2 and Melan-A. Melanoma stage II may be identified under electron microscopy (14). Multiple imaging modalities which include FDG PET/ CT have important roles in the proper evaluation of the primary tumour, assessment of metastatic disease and monitoring the response to treatment (15). Complete surgical excision is the treatment of choice for laryngeal malignant melanomas, and incidence of regional lymph nodes metastasis is considered low (13), but mucosal malignant melanomas of the head and neck tend to present with more invasive disease than cutaneous ones, so more metastatic disease through vascular invasion was reported as up to 80% (16). Post-operative radiotherapy was reported to improve local control (17) and until now, chemotherapy is not recommended as part of management (7). Despite the fact that laryngeal malignant melanomas have lower incidence of recurrence in comparison to other mucosal melanomas, they have worse behavior. The prognosis is extremely poor with reported survival to be less than 3.5 years (16).

4. Conclusions
Although primary mucosal melanomas of the larynx are rare tumors, it should be suspected in patients who have laryngeal mass with surface discoloration. Immunohistochemical staining has an important role in the diagnosis. Although prognosis is poor, surgical excision and radiotherapy are the corner stones for treatment.
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